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Construction on Q2 Stadium, home
to Austin FC, in May.

Q2 Stadium expected to accelerate
growth in already busy pocket of N.
Austin
Jun 14, 2021, 2:36pm CDT

Austin is adding another jewel to its
economic development crown, and
it's situated in an already popular part
of the city that's blossomed over the
years with housing and commercial
projects.

The recently completed Q2 Stadium is
expected to add fuel to the fire that
has been lighting what's known as the
North Burnet/Gateway area.

That spans roughly 2,300 acres near
U.S. Highway 183 and MoPac Expressway, and is home to what
many call the “second downtown” of Austin — The Domain. Dense
housing, commercial, retail and office developments have taken
shape there in recent years, and city officials expect more projects
to follow Austin FC to that pocket of North Austin, especially
residential development because of high demand.

A city spokesperson said in a statement that there were several
proposed mixed-use projects near the stadium by press time,
which could result in additional office and residential buildings
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with ground-floor retail. The city adopted a regulating plan for
North Burnet/Gateway in 2009, which outlines zoning subdistricts
that allow for transit-oriented-development, warehouse-mixed uses
and commercial-mixed uses. The plan emphasizes the need for
dense housing and mixed-used projects, according to the city
website.

The area is "expected to continue to grow as demands for
additional housing opportunities increase and the area in and
around NBG continues to develop in accordance with the approved
regulating plan," said Aaron Jenkins, principal planner for Austin's
Housing and Planning Department. "The stadium will certainly
serve as an impetus for further growth and development in the
future, coupled with the multi-year implementation of a more
robust transit system under the Project Connect initiative."

The $7.1 billion Project Connect plan will add multiple rail lines in
the region as well as downtown subway stations. It will also result
in a new rail station outside Q2 Stadium called McKalla Place.
Construction could start in 2022, and when the station is done it
would funnel people directly into the stadium for matches and
improve general connectivity to the area, along with the
forthcoming Broadmoor Station near The Domain.

The current Kramer Station, off Braker and Kramer lanes, will be
decommissioned once Broadmoor is complete.

In addition to office and apartment towers rising at The Domain,
the North Burnet/Gateway area has taken off with a significant
amount of residential projects in recent years, plus some
affordable housing and hotel development, said Awais Azhar, a
member of the Austin Planning Commission who spoke as a
community advocate. Azhar is also a Ph.D. student at the University
of Texas at Austin studying housing and urban planning, and he
serves on the board for affordable housing advocacy group
Housing Works Austin and is part of the leadership team at
advocacy group Planning Our Communities.

Azhar was confident that development will follow Austin FC to the
area, though it's hard to know exactly what types of projects will be
proposed in the future. Sites near Q2 Stadium are largely zoned
warehouse-mixed use and commercial-industrial, which allow for
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various types of land uses. A few of the warehouses have been
converted to hipper uses, such as a brewery or Go-Kart track, but
most remain industrial.

Azhar points to a balancing act happening in the city right now
between the needs for residential and industrial space. The city is
in desperate need of more housing supply, but industrial space is
also needed to attract new or expanding businesses.

“One of the deep concerns is that more and more we’re seeing
rezoning from industrial land,” Azhar said, adding the North Burnet-
Gateway is one of the areas in the city that has lost the most
industrial zoning in recent years. "And the issue is that really once
we start rezoning and building that, those areas kind of last for a
significant amount of time because we cannot revert it back to
industrial because there will be people living there."

That’s spurred questions about whether the city should give up on
enforcing industrial uses in this area, Azhar said. And, as always
with increased development activity, there are concerns about
affordability and displacement, he added.

The North Burnet-Gateway area includes two ZIP codes: 78758 and
78759. The former ranked 70th in the most recent ABJ list of the
wealthiest ZIP codes in the Austin area. Its 2018 median household
income was $53,540, and median home values were around
$202,200, according to the latest available data. On the other side
of MoPac, the 78759 ZIP ranked No. 30 among the wealthiest
neighborhoods in the Austin area with median family income of
$81,066 in 2018. Median home value was $414,600. These figures
have likely increased in recent years as the cost of living in Austin
has risen.

By the numbers

The North Burnet-Gateway area includes two ZIP codes: 78758
and 78759. Here are a few more stats about the ZIPs from Austin
Business Journal list research using the latest Census Bureau data
from 2018.

Median household income
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78758: $53,547

78759: $81,066

Est. population

78758: 47,470

78759: 42,524

Est. # of households

78758: 19,976

78759: 20,454

Est. # of households with $200K+ income

78758: 412

78759: 2,952
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